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Dear CU PolicyPro Clients,
In this edition:






Content FAQs
Technical FAQ
Update to Content Editor Toolbar
Monthly OPS Notes Release: Small Credit Union Policies
Questions?

Content FAQs
Question: How is the decision made to add a new policy to CU PolicyPro?
Answer: New policies are developed for several reasons:






Regulatory changes that require a new policy;
Industry changes;
League request;
Regulator suggestion; and
Credit Union requests.

All requests for new policies from credit unions are considered; however, priority is
generally given to those topics that are requested by several credit unions. Requested
topics can often be addressed by revising an existing policy rather than creating a new
policy. While we do consider all new policy requests, we cannot guarantee the creation of
any particular topic.
Question: How are policies revised or written?
Answer: The CU PolicyPro content team researches all policy revisions and new policy
requirements thoroughly. Regulatory requirements are researched, formatting is agreed
upon, and then the process of formatting, review, and revision is undertaken. New
policies go through several revision periods before being published to ensure that the
content meets credit union’s needs.
Technical FAQ
Question: What is the best way to keep track of customized content?

Answer: The easiest way to keep track of customized content in CU PolicyPro is to use
the Editor’s Notes below the content.
Each policy has Editor Notes available directly beneath the content. These notes appear
only on the editing screen of the individual policy or in the “Policy Notes Report.” Editor
notes can be used to document what has been customized for a particular policy, or to
document who made certain updates or changes to a policy. Credit unions often use this
documentation to determine how much custom content is included in any given policy
versus the use of the model content.
1. To add an Editor Note, type in your comment in the “Editor Note” field.
2. Save the policy.
Tip: The Date and User Name will automatically be included with the Note, so it is not
necessary to include this in the Note content.
For more information on Editor Notes, watch Segment 4 of New User Training.
If you have any additional questions or need further assistance, please contact the
support team at hrsupport@cusolutionsgroup.com.
For more frequently asked questions, visit the CU PolicyPro FAQs page which includes
all FAQs featured in previous newsletters, as well as many others!
Monthly OPS Notes Release: Small Credit Union Policies
League InfoSight has always been dedicated to providing compliance solutions to the credit
union industry. Due to this dedication, CU PolicyPro continues to evolve to provide you with
operational policies that specifically address your credit union’s needs. In the past year,
fifteen new policies have been added to CU PolicyPro and eighty-four policies have been
revised to address new regulatory requirements or similar changes. That equates too many
changes credit unions have had to incorporate to meet changing regulatory demands.
More recent regulatory changes have divided credit unions into two camps – small credit
unions and everyone else. This initially stemmed from the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau’s (CFPB) rules which provide exemptions for smaller credit unions. The NCUA
followed suit by offering more lenient requirements for small credit unions in managing
liquidity risk.
CU PolicyPro policies have always been designed so that you can easily amend the
contents and customize the policies to match the credit union’s operations. However, when
the CFPB began publishing thousands of pages of rules with specific requirements for small
or larger credit unions, the CU PolicyPro content team knew it was time to significantly
change how policies were offered to meet these specific regulatory changes.
At the end of 2013, policies specifically designed to meet the needs of smaller credit unions
began to be integrated into CU PolicyPro. Currently three policies specifically provide
guidance to smaller credit unions:


Policy 5205 Small Asset Liquidity Risk Management




Policy 7351 Small Creditor Ability to Repay
Policy 7361 Small Servicer Mortgage Servicing

As regulations change and smaller credit unions continue to be exempted from some
requirements, the CU PolicyPro content team will continue to develop policies that assist
smaller credit unions to comply with regulations.
This edition of OPS NOTES was prepared by the Michigan Credit Union League.

Questions?
If you have any questions regarding the CU PolicyPro content, or questions on how to use
the system, please contact hrsupport@cusolutionsgroup.com.
If this information was forwarded to you, and you'd like to be on the distribution list to
receive information and updates related to CU PolicyPro, contact
hrsupport@cusolutionsgroup.com.
Thanks and have a great week!

